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(54) Title: GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES LOCATOR SERVICE

(57) Abstract: Here the Geographic Coordinates Locator Service will maintain for all three-dimensional structural objects in every
street of the city its detailed address location information, its dimensions, the top view, images, and other attributes. The service will
maintain information in the form of files (one file per three-dimensional object) with information in them divided into different blocks
and there will be additional metadata for these files with pointers to each of the blocks for every file. Also these files corresponding
to three-dimensional objects will be clustered in a hierarchal form with the bottom up hierarchy being from street names or numbers
to postal code to city name to state name to country name to World(root node in cluster). Hence when the client application provides
detailed address as input to the service we are able to lookup in our hierarchal cluster and return back the geographic coordinates.



Geographic Coordinates Locator Service
In this invention we provide Geographic Coordinates Locator Service which

transforms the detailed address location including house numbers, floor and building
within an apartment, apartment names, street names or numbers, street intersections,
postal codes, city, state, country etc. into the geographic coordinates like latitude,
longitude and elevation. Here the Geographic Coordinates Locator Service will
maintain for all three-dimensional structural objects in every street of the city its
detailed address location information including house numbers, floor and building
within an apartment, apartment names, street names or numbers, street intersections,
postal codes, shop name or number, etc. , its dimensions, the top view, side views and
rear view images of the three-dimensional structural objects, and other attributes. The
service will maintain information in the form of files (one file per three-dimensional
object) with information in them divided into different blocks like detailed address
block, dimension block, attributes block, image information block, geographic
coordinates block, etc. and there will be additional metadata for these files with
pointers to each of the above mentioned blocks for each file. Also these files will be
clustered in a hierarchal form where all files for three-dimensional structural objects
in the same street will be clustered together and their cluster name will be the street
name or number. Now we will perform Agglomerative clustering or take a bottom up
approach by merging all clusters of different street names or numbers in the same
postal code into one cluster and that cluster name will be the postal code. Similarly
we will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of different postal
codes in the same city into one cluster and that cluster name will be the city name.
Again we will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of different
cities in the same state into one cluster and that cluster name will be the state name.
Also we will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of different
states in the same country into one cluster and that cluster name will be the country
name. Finally we will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of
different countries into one cluster and that cluster name will be the World. Now
when the client application provides a detail address location as input to the service, it
will parse the input to get the street name or number and with the help of other
parameters like country, state, city and postal code it will locate from the hierarchal
cluster we have built, the cluster of files corresponding to three-dimensional
structural objects present on the same street provided by the client. Then the service
will perform full-text search on the detailed address block for these files and find out
the file containing the geographic coordinates for the address location. The service
will return back the geographic coordinates from the geographic coordinates block of
the selected file to the client application.



Claims
Following is the claim for this invention: -
1. In this invention we provide Geographic Coordinates Locator Service which

transforms the detailed address location including house numbers, floor and
building within an apartment, apartment names, street names or numbers, street
intersections, postal codes, city, state, country etc. into the geographic coordinates
like latitude, longitude and elevation. Here the Geographic Coordinates Locator
Service will maintain for all three-dimensional structural objects in every street of
the city its detailed address location information including house numbers, floor
and building within an apartment, apartment names, street names or numbers,
street intersections, postal codes, shop name or number, etc. , its dimensions, the
top view, side views and rear view images of the three-dimensional structural
objects, and other attributes. The service will maintain information in the form of
files (one file per three-dimensional object) with information in them divided into
different blocks like detailed address block, dimension block, attributes block,
image information block, geographic coordinates block, etc. and there will be
additional metadata for these files with pointers to each of the above mentioned
blocks for each file. Also these files will be clustered in a hierarchal form where
all files for three-dimensional structural objects in the same street will be clustered
together and their cluster name will be the street name or number. Now we will
perform Agglomerative clustering or take a bottom up approach by merging all
clusters of different street names or numbers in the same postal code into one
cluster and that cluster name will be the postal code. Similarly we will perform
Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of different postal codes in the
same city into one cluster and that cluster name will be the city name. Again we
will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of different cities in
the same state into one cluster and that cluster name will be the state name. Also
we will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all clusters of different
states in the same country into one cluster and that cluster name will be the
country name. Finally we will perform Agglomerative clustering by merging all
clusters of different countries into one cluster and that cluster name will be the
World. Now when the client application provides a detail address location as input
to the service, it will parse the input to get the street name or number and with the
help of other parameters like country, state, city and postal code it will locate from
the hierarchal cluster we have built, the cluster of files corresponding to three-
dimensional structural objects present on the same street provided by the client.
Then the service will perform full-text search on the detailed address block for
these files and find out the file containing the geographic coordinates for the
address location. The service will return back the geographic coordinates from the
geographic coordinates block of the selected file to the client application. The
above novel technique of providing geographic coordinates from the detailed
address location is the claim for this invention.
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